Two day National Conference on SMart grid And Renewable Technologies’- (SMART’16) is organized by Dept of EEE under TEQIP-II during 21st & 22nd, October 2016.

The prime motive of this conference was to encourage intrusive and research bent of minds of the talent pool of faculty and students of UG, PG & research scholars. This conference emphasized on advanced research areas and evolving technologies, patterns in the field of SMART GRID and RENEWABLE energy technologies. This conference brought together the people from academia, industry, engineering, and administrative organizations around the country and exchanged novel ideas, discussed innovative designs exploring enabling technologies and open problems and shared field trial experiences in smart and clean energy areas.

This conference attracted many papers from different institutes in different areas, out of which only 30 papers were selected for presentation.

The event was inaugurated by the Chief Guest Dr. Rama Krishna Kappagantu IEEE R10 (Asia-Pacific) Director and former employee of Power Grid Corporation. He delivered speech on importance of Smart grid for the present and future scenarios.